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Campus Assembly
16 April 1973
1.

Provost Imholte opened the meeting by ruling that the Assembly begin
with agenda item III and that the motion to substitute a different
procedure for determing graduation honors (circulated by the Functions
and Awards Committee on March 19) be accepted as Part I of the
committee's original proposal.

2.

Agarwal, chairperson of the Functions and Awards Committee, explained
that since GPS's will be calculated as long as D's and F's appear
on transcripts, they were used in the interim proposal for graduation
honors. Review by disciplines and Interdisciplinary and Option II
committees which may lead to the addition or deletion of names from
the honor's list (when substantiated) is a system designed as a compromise between those who accept the GPA criterion and those who do
not.
Hinds suggested an editorial change in line 3 in Step 1 under
procedure: "Option II and Interdisciplinary Studies" should appear
within the parentheses. This change was accepted.
The proposal re:

graduation awards carried by voice vote.

3.

A motion to approve the minutes of the February 26 and March 5
meetings, as corrected, was made, seconded, and carried.

4.

Committee changes on standing committees were presented for information.

5.

An amendment re:
for action.

the Campus Grievance Committee came to the floor

Martelle moved to change the name to the Academic Grievance Committee.
She said the word 'campus' was misleading since civil service
personnel are not represented. The motion was seconded and carried
by voice vote.
Spring referred the Assembly to the last four (4) lines under
Departmental Grievance Procedure on page 3 of the "Statement on
Academic Freedom and Responsibility." The sentence that appears
there reads:
The faculty of the department /division/, or the group
designated by the entire faculty for this purpose,_shall
then consider and decide on such recommendations /frcm the
grievance committee?/ and will send an information copy of
its decision to the-appropriate Dean, Director, or Provost.
Spring wanted to know how this might be implemented. He said that
chairpersons now have no guidelines for reporting decisions to
persons concerned and that division members have no say regarding
decisions they disapprove of; they may wish to express disapproval,
re: a decision that sets preceden~.
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Olson, member of the University committee overseeing grievance
committees, reported that procedures reported to the committee
generally follow the pattern of committee advising administrator
who acts. He added that when a decision is unacceptable to
either party, that party can appeal; if an otherwise acceptable
decision wrongs anyone who was not a party to the grievance,
that person can appeal; an aggrieved person who has had two
decisions against her/him has no further opportunity to appeal.
Imholte said that a ruling on the matter could be requested.
Driggs suggested that the aggrieved might be given the opportunity
to appeal to the Division as a whole.
Latterell spoke for having reporting procedures specified and for
requiring each grievance committee to establish and publish its
rules.
After some discussion a motion made by Ahern was revised to the
satisfaction of Ahern, the seconder, and the other discussants.
The motion was to substitute the following for a) under Section 2.
Powers:
a)

appeals of completed Divisional action resulting from
the grievance process.

Latterell was concerned that this procedure could be used a.s a
delaying tactic; if the administrator(s) concerned delayed action,
the aggrieved's recourse would be to initiate another grievance
action (in another grievance system or to an administrator).
Driggs said that no procedure will ensure responsibility and that
administrators can be encouraged to act very easily. When Latterell
expressed his opinion that the aggrieved should be able to appeal
an adverse recommendation, French said it was absurd to appeal a
recommendation.
Ahern's amendment carried by voice vote.
Latterell moved to add another paragraph to Section 2.
read:

Powers, to

The Academic Grievance Committee sha.11 establish and
publish its own rules of procedure. These procedures
may be informal, but shall ensure f1~,damental fairness
to all the parties concerned.
The motion was seconded.
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Bopp argued that it is impossible to ensure fundamental fairness;
judgments of fairness vary from person to person; guaranteeing
due process can be achieved. Latterell argued that the legal
profession recognizes the concept of fairness; lawyers can require
a reputation of fairness in the appointment of a hearing officer.
Procedure can be contested on the grounds it isn't fair.
Latterell's amendment failed by a vote of 13-19.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:35 p.rn.
will be Tuesday, April 24.
pt

The next meeting of the Assembly

